A reference library of peripheral blood mononuclear cells for SWATH-MS analysis.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) play quite diverse and important roles in monitoring immune homeostasis. Thus, this subset of blood cells may provide access to potential physiological relevant biomolecules, namely proteins. For this reason, PBMCs represent a promising alternative biological sample in scientific research, particularly as a source of potential biomarkers. Prior proteomic studies of PBMCs from healthy individuals focused only on a qualitative analysis, lacking the quantitative analysis information crucial for biomarker discovery, since most of the biological alterations result in slight changes in protein levels, not affecting the overall proteome composition. Therefore, this study aimed to provide a comprehensive PBMCs proteome library to be use in protein quantification by SWATH-MS. A SWATH-MS library was generated by a comprehensive 2D-LC-MS/MC analysis of a pooled sample of PBMCs from 6 different donors. GeLC-SWATH-MS analysis of the 6 donors was further used to test the generated library. The generated library comprises 1102 proteins involved in diverse human diseases and in immune system-related pathways. When tested in biological samples this library allowed the quantification of 920 different proteins, and around 700 per individual. The provided PBMCs proteome library will be useful in further studies that aim to reproducibly quantify a large number of PBMCs' proteins without the need to perform protein identification. Furthermore, this robust microLC-SWATH-MS analysis is suitable with clinical practice.